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HEY SPARTANS,

Deck the halls with boughs of holly
Fa-la-la-la-la, la-la-la-la!
‘Tis the season to be jolly
Fa-la-la-la-la, la-la-la-la!
It’s the last month of 2018! December is filled with festivities,
so we hope you’re preparing yourself for merry moods and jolly
junctures, as well as a fresh start in 2019.
If you’re struggling through your gift list, we recommend you
DENEY LI +
read the Student Life section for creative gift ideas. Our issue this
AMISHA TALATI
month also includes music recommendations, holiday-themed
Student Life Editors
quizzes, and plenty of warm-and-fuzzy recipes! Make sure you
check them out!
Remember to finish this year strong! Finals are encroaching; get your assignments in,
finish those extra credit projects, and end first semester with a bang! But also, don’t forget to enjoy yourself over winter break: you deserve it! Have some fun and relax! Winter
break only comes once in a year so be sure to take full advantage of it! Drink lots of hot
chocolate, play in the snow, binge Netflix, you know, all the usual winter activities.
Be sure to check out this month’s Toilet & Plunger!
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STUDENT LIFE
LAST MINUTE GIFT
2018 MEMORIAL BENEFIT SHOW IDEAS
Featuring Backwoods and The Eventuals
Friday, December 7th @7pm
Memorial Auditorium
Tickets are $5 at the door
Proceeds support the Memorial band program

5 SECRET SANTA GIFT IDEAS

By Maggie Di Sanza
With the Holidays right around the corner, many of us are not
only frantically looking for last minute ideas, but specifically for
Secret Santa gift ideas! For those who are unaware, a Secret Santa
involves exchanging gifts anonymously, usually within a group
that draws names and designates a set amount to spend. To help
you win over the favor of those receiving your present, here are
some great Secret Santa gift ideas!

1

House plants! I am not alone when I say that succulents
and houseplants are one of the most exciting gifts to receive
during the holidays. Not only do they give people a taste of
what spring will feel like, but they are quite cheap!

2

Novelty Mugs! As an avid tea and coffee drinker, I appreciate a thoughtful mug with a saying that reminds me of
peace and contentedness, or even sardonic humor!

3

2019 Calendar! New year, new us: A time of self reflection, resolutions, and dedication to monthly planning! Help
your friends start their year off right.

4

Food! When in doubt, buying someone delicious food like
specialty chocolates is a win off the bat!

5

4

Gift cards! Gift cards are the best presents to recieve.
Give someone a card to a store or restaurant they enjoy shopping at!
www.jmmswordandshield.com

By Jassi Chahal
Looking for last minute gift ideas? Duh!
We’ve all been there, and you wouldn’t be
reading this if you weren’t.
GIFT CARDS
A gift card is a great idea for a last minute
gift! Almost everyone uses Spotify, iTunes,
restaurant, or store coupons! It makes you
look like you put some thought into it,
when in reality, we all know you didn’t.
SWEETS
Who wouldn’t be eternally happy if someone gave them bundles of their favorite
food? Whether it’s food or sweets, buy
whatever it is they like, or make it, in a
bundle that’ll last them a couple of days. It’ll
definitely brighten up their day, and it will
also make it look like you put a little more
time into the idea than you actually did!
HOODIES
Everyone likes big, comfy hoodies! And you
can find them anywhere! You don’t really
have to worry about the size, as long as it’s
not small on them it fits! Plus, some people
prefer oversized hoodies.
Hope these sparked some ideas to make
the process of gift-giving this season the
absolute best!

STAYING
HEALTHY
DURING THE
HOLIDAY
SEASON

By Victoria Egizio, PhD, Primary
Care Behavioral Health Program
Director & Clinical Psychologist,
UnityPoint Health-Meriter
Staying healthy at any time of the
year is tough. You’ve got so much
on your plate between school,
extra-curricular activities, work,
hobbies, friends, and family. But,
there’s even more to do around the
holidays, and it’s even harder to focus on taking good care of yourself.
Here are some strategies for keeping
yourself healthy now (and, hopefully, year-round).
Stick to Routines
1 Boring as they can be, routines are important contributors to our health. Lots of
your body’s internal processes and
secretions of important bio-chemicals and hormones are based on
circadian rhythms. Sticking to
your routines helps your body
have a good foundation to boost
the immune system to fight the
cold and flu, keep your energy up,
and to fight off the winter blues to
keep you in good spirits. You may
wonder, what do I mean by “stick
to your routines?” If you normally get up and go to bed at certain
times, keep those times generally
consistent (within an hour of their
regular time). If you normally have
only a certain amount of caffeinated
or sugary drinks per day, generally
stick to those limits. If you normally
exercise or play sports, try to keep
that up. If you normally spend time
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with friends, family, or pets, maintain those contacts. If you normally
make time for hobbies, don’t drop
that from your plans. If you normally do homework at a certain
time of day, stick to that schedule.
Overall, the body craves regularity.
Try to give it predictable routines so
it can serve you better. If you have
to change your routines over the
holidays, be sure to get them back
on track sooner rather than later.
Sleep Consistently
boring one, right?
2 Another
However, as described above,
sleep is one of those important routines we need as a foundation for health. Over the holidays
and winter break, sleep often isn’t
a priority. Try to make it one, at
least most nights. Keep within
about an hour of your usual bedtime
and wake-up time. Try not to nap
during the day since this can disrupt
sleep at night. Avoid caffeine after 3
pm and sugary foods or drinks and
heavy meals within 2-3 hours of
bedtime. Reduce the brightness on
screens of your electronics at night.
Set the stage for good sleep by doing
something relaxing prior to going
to bed.

C. Make careful plans about which
holiday treats you’re going to eat,
how much of each treat you will eat,
and when you will eat them. The
more you plan your food choices
in advance, the easier it is to eat a
balanced diet and still allow yourself
to indulge in treats.
Manage Stress
4 The holidays are a busy time.
Even if you’re having fun,
this time of year can be stressful.
Stress can also compromise the immune system. It’s important to take
some time for yourself every day,
even if it’s just 10 minutes. During
that time, practice some relaxation
strategies; check out the smartphone apps Calm, Breathe2Relax,
or Headspace to learn some effective
relaxation exercises. Or, during that
time, stretch your muscles and clear
your mind. Finally, these 10 minutes
can be a time when you reflect on
a few things you’re grateful for this
holiday season.

Eat Well
There are so many tempting
treats around during the
holidays, who doesn’t want to eat
them all! Unfortunately, eating all
the treats may not only impact your
weight, but indulging too much in
foods that don’t have good nutritional value can also compromise
the immune system and make you
less able to fight off the fold and flu.
So, try to keep eating a balanced
diet with plenty of fruits and vegetables. Increase your intake of foods
and drinks that contain vitamin

3
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title of play, crumple the paper, and then toss it comically into the audience pit. From then, the clock would
By Jessica Jiang
roll!
Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind was perAfter every mini play’s end, “curtain” would be
formed by the Memorial Theater Company on October announced and the timer paused, just to start again at
26, 27, and November 1, 2, and 3. The production was the commence of the next play to creep towards the 80
well received by students, parents, and staff alike. The- minute mark.
ater 300 was filled with roaring laughter and enthusiWhile featuring an enormous amount of talented
astic enjoyment due to the incredible talent of these 22 Memorial actors, Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go
young performers.
Blind also required immense audience participation
Differing from other productions previously perand enthusiasm as well. Whether it was through being
formed, Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind
asked to act directly onstage or through calling out the
was a neo-futuristic compilation of 40 mini plays rath- desired play to be performed, the audience was kept
er than just one production. These mini acts covered a engaged through not only the actors’ amazing skills but
vast array of topics, from hilarious renditions of classic through the connection between the performers and
plays, to comical deliveries of the heart wrenching real- the spectators.
ities of love, to humorous, yet incredibly true messages
Because of the great reactions and popularity of Too
of political and societal corruption. These 40 mini
Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind, the last showing
plays were unified under one goal: the culmination of
was sold out. Pizza was ordered for the audience, as is
all performances had to be 80 minutes or under. This
the tradition for sold-out performances of this proobjective was achieved in two of the five showings.
duction. However, it can be certain that although pizza
The execution of the production was well-explained made a fine addition to the night, the real enjoyment
by members of the cast. Papers numbered 1 through 40 came from seeing the stars of the show onstage.
were hung on a clothesline near the back of the stage.
Complete with humor, sarcasm, and unforgettable
These correlated with the plays titled in the program.
messages, Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind
In order for a play to be performed, audience members was definitely a hit at Memorial. Congratulations to
would shout out desired numbers. Actors would accept the directors and all the talented actors on their specthe loudest demand. Taking down the number from
tacular performances! Be sure to come support their
the clothesline, a cast member would announce the
next show—Shrek, the Musical!

FALL PLAY REVIEW

DELICIOUS WINTER
COOKIES!

By Leah Vredenbregt
These are a fun, homemade alternative to Thin
Mints you can bring to any wintery gathering.
INGREDIENTS:
• 12 oz. almond chocolate bark (can be bought at most
grocery stores)
• 6 oz. mint chocolate chips
• 1-2 sleeves of Townhouse Original crackers (about ½ box)
• Wax paper
In a microwave safe bowl, melt the chocolates together and stir. Next, drop a cracker in the bowl and
cover it with chocolate (using a fork). Then lift the
cracker above the chocolate (still in the bowl) and gently
tap the side of the bowl to get rid of excess chocolate on
the cracker. Finally, place the chocolate covered cracker
on wax paper to let it dry.
6
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TUNNEL BOB:
THE MAN, THE
MYTH, THE
LEGEND

By Brynn Sailing
Robert Gruenenwald has been a
subject of conversation for the past
few decades, especially as the myths
get passed down from one college
student to another. While those
who have heard of him don’t seem
to hold too much concern over
the matter, many people still don’t
know the stories.
Since the 1970’s, Tunnel Bob
has allegedly been traveling
through the 20 mile-long steam

tunnels that run under the University of Madison’s campus. While he
has stated that he has never slept
there (for fear of ‘never waking
up’), he openly admits that he takes
pleasure in roaming the tunnels.
Although entering the steam tunnels without permission is technically illegal, Tunnel Bob appears to
consistently dodge legal actions as
well as the $150 trespassing fines
from the UWPD. Furthermore, it
has been noted that Tunnel Bob
repeatedly asks for permission to
use the tunnels and is consistently
denied. One past UW employee
has said that maintenance workers
sometimes leave boxes of lightbulbs in the tunnels for him, and
he changes them as he finds them!

Legend has it that he used to
play ‘tunnel games’ under the city,
inviting students to come down
into the tunnels with him. Others claim that he’s a Vietnam vet,
and was a tunnel rat there as well.
Many accounts of him document
his sense discomfort around women, and some go as far as to say
that he definitely has the intent to
harass women, lose his temper, and
damage things. He has mentioned
quietly that he doesn’t mind his
‘legend-status’ on campus.
Interviews and accounts of
interactions with the infamous
‘Tunnel Bob’ seems to disclose that
while he may be socially awkward,
he’s got good intentions, and a
penchant for steam tunnels.

SYS: DECEMBER UPDATE

By Sylvia Barbush
It’s been a fantastic first quarter in SYS! We’ve helped
at many different volunteering events around Madison
including (but not limited to) events with MOM’s Food
Pantry to raise money to buy Thanksgiving turkeys for
those in need, garden and grounds nights at Hope &
Future (I got to paint a fence!), work days at the arboretum, homecoming setup, childcare at Crestwood
Elementary School, and helping with Memorial’s afterschool meal program.
Each week in SYS, we meet as a large group to catch
up on how far we’ve come in reaching our goals and
other things, and to sign up for events, and then we
break off into committees where we do everything from
play games and eat snacks to plan fundraisers. In my
committee, Helping Hands, we’ve played a bunch of fun
icebreakers. My favorites have included a name game
involving a blanket and a really fun game demonstrating
a chain reaction.
Remember, it’s never too late to join SYS, so if you
enjoy eating snacks, having fun, making friends, and
getting those volunteer hours, come on down to the
Wisconsin study center any Wednesday after school!
Hope to see you there! For more club updates, follow us
on Instagram @jmm.sys and join the JMM SYS
Facebook group.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SENIOR ADVICE
COLUMN
By Megan Li

Is taking honors classes but getting
B’s and C’s better than getting an A
in a regular class?
Personally, I think high school is the
time to challenge yourself to learn. Instead of worrying about the grade at the
end of the semester, ask yourself if you
will learn and grow more from taking a
higher level course than a regular one. If
the answer is yes, then take that harder
class!
I get that many high school students
want to have straight A’s to“look good”
for college, but colleges KNOW what
kind of classes your high school offers.
They evaluate every student within their
environment, so if they have to choose
between a straight A student who never
took hard classes versus someone who
took honors and APs but got a few B’s
and maybe even a C, they’d choose the
student who challenged themselves in
high school.
How many and which prep books
should I buy to prepare for the ACT
and SAT?
ACT: I love The ACT Black Book by
Mike Barrett because it goes through
test strategies and teaches you how
to attack every question. You’ll need
The Real ACT Prep Guide 3rd Edition
because it contains five full length ACT
tests that The ACT Black Book goes
through in detail. These were the only
two books I used, and they were all I
needed.
SAT: Mike Barrett also wrote The
SAT Black Book which is very similar
to his ACT one. However, it still helped
me to go through this book because the
SAT is slightly different from the ACT.
You won’t need a supplemental book to
go with this one since the SAT practice
tests are all available online.
8

TEN STUDY TIPS FOR WINTER
BREAK

By Jessica Jiang
Winter is here! So are the holidays, break, and...finals. Studying
during break is essential because exams are right around the corner.
But don’t let this weigh you down! Here are ten tips to make your
winter break studying enjoyable and productive:
1

Unwind during the first few days to prevent school work from
leaching into your break.

2

Pinpoint the order of difficulty or importance of your classes.

3

Set a study schedule after deciding the weight of your subjects.
Block out time each day for specific classes. Study sessions
canbe longer depending on the difficulty of the subject, but
1-1.5 hours of studying each day is recommended. Decide if
you prefer studying one subject a day or multiple subjects with
shorter sessions. Have at least 30 minutes of studying per subject or session.

4

Study at a time of day when you work best. It is no use studying when you are fatigued or unfocused.

5

Reward yourself with fun activities or treats in between sessions.

6

Study with friends. Discussing with peers makes studying al
the more fun! Stay on topic, though; you don’t want to be
unproductive!

7

Settle down in your favorite studying spot. Be sure that these
are places where you won’t be disturbed. Turn off distractions
such as social media or TV.

8

Be rigorous about your schedule. Do not procrastinate, or
studying will snowball into panicked cramming the week
before exams. The resuming of school will deplete the extra
studying time you had during break. Be disciplined!

9

Get back into routine school life a few days before the end of
break. It is vital that you ease back into sleep patterns and regular schedules so that you are not caught unprepared during
the week before finals.

10

And last, but most important of all... Have fun! Do not fry your
brain from over-studying. After all, winter break is a break.
Study a bit each day to spread out your learning, but make
themost of your time off! Spend it with family and friends and
celebrate. You deserve it!

Have a wonderful break, and happy holidays!
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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JMM FALL BLOOD DRIVE RECAP

By Meghana Kalluri
Each year, JMM HOSA partners with the Red Cross to host three blood drives- one in the fall, one in spring,
and one in summer. This year, the JMM fall blood drive was a huge success! Because of all the amazing donors,
and the hard work of organizers and volunteers, we were able to collect 86 units of blood, which is a record at
JMM since May 2013. This was 143% of our original goal!
The drive coincidentally fell on Halloween day, which meant that we had many donors show up in fun
costumes, including Mr. Stendahl, one of Memorial’s counselors, as a vampire! With the support of local restaurants and businesses, we were able to provide lunch and snacks for all the donors and hopefully made everyone’s
experience with the drive a good one!
This great success means that we need to go above and beyond for the spring blood drive on 4/17/19! Please
show your support by volunteering or donating blood this spring!

10 TIPS TO BE KINDER

By Megan Li
December. That magical time of the year when
friendly smiles and kind acts fly everywhere like
snowflakes. People often find they are more forgiving,
compassionate, and considerate during the holiday
season. Kindness, however, shouldn’t be seasonal; it’s
something we can practice all year long. It’s not always
easy to go that extra step, but here are 10 tips to bring
a little more kindness into the world:
1. Remember that everyone carries an invisible
burden you can’t see. If someone doesn’t smile at
you or seems a bit irritated, don’t take it personally.
Instead, try to make THEIR day a little better!
2. Don’t ignore that annoying person who tries to
talk to you everyday. They might not have anyone
to talk to and considers you their only friend.

7. Help someone going through a difficult time - but
don’t add to their troubles. Bake some cookies,
write a card, and don’t get impatient if they don’t
respond right away.
8. Smile and greet people by name, especially when
you’re feeling down. Not only will others feel recognized, their responding smiles will brighten your
day too!
9. Give others the gift of your time - set aside your
own work and spend time with friends and family
every once in a while! Let the people in your life
know they matter to you.
10. Put more thought into writing the card, not buying
the gift. The gift itself isn’t as important as the
sentiment behind it.

3. Check in with the friend who’s suddenly acting
moody and distant. Have a serious one-on-one
conversation with him/her, and make sure everything’s okay.
4. Thank people for the things they do, even if
they do it everyday. When was the last time you
thanked your mom for cooking dinner? Or showed
appreciation to your dad for driving you to school?
5. Share compliments - with the person you admire
and with others! By sharing what you admire in
someone else, others will start to see it too.
6. Start a conversation with someone you don’t
normally talk to. Especially people who are shy will
appreciate someone else taking the initiative to
talk.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NEWS

ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICA

PITTSBURGH SYNAGOGUE SHOOTING
By Joylyn Gong

On October 27, 2018, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, gunman Robert D. Bowers opened fire in the Tree of Life, a
Jewish synagogue, killing 11 people and leaving 7 others injured. Armed with an AR-15-style assault weapon and
at least 3 handguns, Bowers entered the building shouting anti-semitic slurs to those engaged in worship. Minutes
after he had committed the crime, police appeared at the entrance of the synagogue and wounded Bowers several
times, which then ultimately led to his surrender. Investigators discovered that he had a history of making anti-semitic remarks across the internet prior to the incident and outrightly stated that he wanted all Jews to die to a
SWAT officer. He is facing 29 federal charges and potentially a death penalty if approval is given by New Attorney
General Matt Whitaker. Bowers appeared in court two days after the attack on October 29, and pleaded guilty in
addition to requesting a jury trial. He was indicted of 44 criminal counts for the commitment of hate crimes.
Hours after the attack occurred, the victims were revealed to the public. Melvin Wax, who was 87, was one of
the 11 fatalities from the massacre. His family spoke out on how he always had a bright and lighthearted spirit, as
well as holding a great passion for celebrating his faith at the synagogue. Another included Jerry Rabinowitz, who
was a primary care physician and a member of Dor Hadash- one of the three congregations that was expected to
celebrate Sabbath at the synagogue a week after the attack happened. He was said by his own patients to have been
a beyond understanding physician who felt like a part of their own family.

MADISON COMMUNITY RESPONDS TO ANTI-SEMITIC
SHOOTING
By Amira Pierotti
George Washington once wrote: “the...United
States...gives to bigotry no sanction, to persecution no
assistance. May … [Jews] who dwell in this land continue to merit and enjoy the good will of the other inhabitants.” The massacre of eleven Jews at the Tree of
Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh on October 27th shows
the fragility of Washington’s sentiments.
The Pittsburgh shooting was the deadliest attack
on Jews in the history of the US, and it rattled Jewish communities around the world. In Madison, the
immediate reactions were sorrow and fear. The night
after the shooting, there was a vigil held in honor for
the victims at the Unitarian Society. A thousand Madison residents came together to listen to Rabbis, ministers, and representatives of minority communities
speak about hate, anti-Semitism, and how to fight back
against the intolerance against minorities.Regardless of
religion, people were shouting “amen” and clapping for
10

ideas and prayers brought forth by the religious leaders of our community, demonstrating we do not need
to let the barriers of religion be barriers at all. Since
then, new security measures are being explored for
synagogues and other Jewish affiliated buildings in the
Madison area.
Anti-Semitism is on the rise in the Madison area
as well: according to Anti-Defamation League, six of
the nine anti-Semitic incidents in Madison since 2002
have occured since 2017. A photo of high schoolers in
Baraboo taken earlier this year shows students raising
their arms in the Nazi salute. Historically, Jews have
found themselves persecuted in places that were once
welcoming. The US is becoming more intolerant
towards the 5.3-7 million Jews who live within its borders. The rise of hatred reminds us of the importance
of love, tolerance, equality, and community.

www.jmmswordandshield.com

ANTI-SEMITISM
IN AMERICA
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By Eliana Sauer, Amira Perotti,
Garrett Kennedy
Jews have been unwelcome
for as long as time itself. Expelled
from 109 countries since 250 C.E.,
Jews have had difficulty finding a
place to settle. America seemed to
be the answer to the centuries long
question. Hatred of Jews in America has never been systematic to the
same extent as other countries, but
that does not mean that it has been
insignificant. When New Amsterdam was founded in America, the
local government tried to relocate
A woman greives at a memorial outside of Tree of Life
the Jews back to Europe through
Synagogue in Pittsburgh where 11 people were killed by
coercion of the Dutch West India
gunman Robert D. Bowers
Company. The first half of the
19th century was fairly uneventful
junior class raising the Sieg Heil (Nazi victory salute)
for Jews in America, but in 1861,
recently went viral with the comment “We even got
the situation changed dramatically. Ulysses S. Grant
issued General Order No. 11, which expelled Jews from the black kid to throw it up”. And just last year, here in
Madison, WI, a monument near the Gates Of Heaven
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Mississippi. Due to the rise
Synagogue was defaced with swastikas. Anti Semitism is
of anti-Semitism in Europe, the turn of the 20th cenon the rise, but there are ways to combat this hate.
tury brought a wave of Jewish immigrants to the US,
If you hear jokes about “Jewing down the price” or
which, after World War I, made its way to American
about the Holocaust, simply letting people know that it’s
shores. A significant rise in violence towards Jews left
the population on edge. Quotas were placed on schools, not okay to say things like that is a good way to combat
the problem before it grows into something larger.
summer camps, resorts, and workplaces. Some colleges
Additionally, keep in mind that Israel does not represent
such as Yale did not lift those quotas until the 1960’s.
all Jewish people. There are Jews who disagree and Jews
The Holocaust, which lasted from 1933-1945, brought
who agree with Israel on various arguments. Finally,
devastation to Jews, but the founding of the State of Israel in 1948 alleviated antisemitism in America. In 1999, stay educated and help educate others about Jewish
a white supremacist opened fire at a Jewish community tradition, culture, and religion. Education about Jews’
center in LA. Five people, including three children were similarities with those of other faiths and even atheists
is the most important aspect of diffusing anti-Semitic
injured, but no one was killed. In 2006, a man opened
ideas in America.
fire at the Jewish Federation building in Seattle, killing
one person, and wounding five more. 2009 made history with a dramatic rise in anti-Semitic incidents.
This wave has continued—there was a 34% increase
in anti-Semitic incidents between 2015 and 2016, and
then a 57% increase in 2017 according to the Anti-Defamation League. The Pittsburgh shooting at the Tree of
Life Synagogue on October 27, 2018 was the deadliest
anti-Semitic attack in US history. Hitting even closer to
home, a twitter post depicting the Baraboo high school

Our similarities are
greater than our
differences.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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LOCAL NEWS

STATEWIDE ELECTION RESULTS

By Anika Sanyal
After a hectic and cutthroat election season, on November
6th, the midterm election results were decided. In Wisconsin,
Tony Evers, the Democratic candidate, was elected as Governor
over Scott Walker, the Republican candidate, on a 50% to 48%
vote. Along with Tony Evers, Mandela Barnes was elected as
Lieutenant Governor and Josh Kaul was elected as the Attorney
General, all from the Democratic Party. Tammy Baldwin, the
current Democratic Senator, and Ron Johnson, the current Republican Senator were also re-elected to Congress. In the House,
the Representatives from the Republican Party who were elected
Democrat Tony Evers was elected governor over
were: Bryan Steil (District 1), Jim Sensenbrenner (District 5),
Scott Walker during the midterm election
Glenn Grothman (District 6), Sean Duffy (District 7) and Mike
Gallagher (District 8). From the Democratic Party, the
Representatives elected were: Mark Pocan (District 2), Ron Kind (District 3), and Gwen Moore (District 4).
Arguably, one of the most significant outcomes of these election results was the gubernatorial election. Evers, a
former school superintendent, ran on a platform dedicated to education reform among other issues. He proposed
a 1.4 billion dollar increase in funding for schools. He also proposed a repeal of the previous Governor’s Act 10,
a bill passed in 2011 that caused public employee unions to lose the majority of their collective bargaining rights.
Scott Walker had also made significant cuts to the State’s education budget, and Evers has promised to reinstate
the bargaining rights as well as the funding cuts. Although the Republicans still control the State legislature, Evers
believes he can reach a compromise. He believes he can give workers more rights and also phase out policies such
as the “voucher schools,” which are subsidies given to parents to provide funding for children to attend private
schools. If implemented, these modified policies will impact Wisconsin residents significantly.
Another way that Evers will make an impact on Wisconsin residents is through his approach on issues such as
the controversial Foxconn factory. Foxconn is an electronics manufacturer incentivized by Scott Walker to build a
factory in Wisconsin through a $2.85 billion financial package. The deal has been highly criticized by both Democrats and Republicans. It is unlikely that Evers will close down the factory or put a stop to the Foxconn operations. However, he has stated that he will renegotiate parts of the contract. These proposed modifications include
language regarding wages, Milwaukee-area hiring, public transportation, and the plant’s energy efficiency. He will
also likely impose environmental restrictions and regulations on Foxconn to protect the environment.

GUN
VIOLENCE
IN CHICAGO

Gun violence affects Chicago more than possibly any other large city. According to
the Chicago Tribune, in a span of just three days, from August 3 to August 6, seventy five people were shot in Chicago. Additionally, the Chicago Police Department
reported that in the first 210 days of 2018 (the end of July), over 300 people had
already been murdered in Chicago, the majority by the means of gun violence.
A University of Chicago Crime Lab found that five neighborhoods, that account for
By Leah Vredenbregt
only around 9% of the population, account for nearly half of the relatively recent
rise of homicides. Jens Ludwig, the director of the crime lab, attributes part of those numbers to the fact that “our
social conditions are not anything like those now in New York City and Los Angeles”.
No matter the reason for the alarming homicide and gun violence rate, it is important that the case of Chicago
is studied, learned from, and is tried to be solved. Unfortunately, mass shootings are becoming commonplace,
and are something every American knows about. It is easy for the monotony of Chicago’s ailment to be lost in the
news of mass shootings; both are deadly, involve guns, and have perpetuated into today, and probably tomorrow.
12
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NATIONAL NEWS

CALIFORNIA WILDFIRES

By Sagarika Pal
2018 has been the most destructive season of wildfires in California, and at the moment, two major fires
have been wreaking havoc in the Golden State. “Camp
Fire” in northern California has already claimed 63 lives,
destroyed 11,862 structures, and burned 142,000 acres
of land. “Woolsey” in southern California has claimed 3
lives, destroyed over 600 structures, and burned 98,000
acres of land. 69% of “Woolsey” and 45% of “Camp
Fire” has been contained. 100,000 people continue to be
under evacuation orders.
These wildfires have not only destroyed a huge
amount of land and taken many lives, but they have also
ruined air quality. Air quality has worsened in not only
the towns where the fires started, but also in cities hundreds of miles away. The air of northern California, reported by Purple Fire, has the worst quality levels in the
world. This decline in quality has reduced visibility from
10 miles to 1.5 miles, resulting in delays in flights to
and from San Francisco. Most of the schools in the San
Francisco Bay Area closed Friday, November 16, due to
the smoke. All San Francisco residents are advised to
stay inside to limit exposure to the hazardous air.
The cause of the wildfire is unknown, but it is
speculated to be the result of a power outage of a piece
of utility equipment. Factors which have been prolonging and have exacerbating the fire include California’s
recent droughts, warmer temperature brought on by
climate change, and increased housing developments
in forested areas. If these factors persist, they can only
worsen California’s future forest fires.

BOMBS SENT IN THE
MAIL

By Nic Braico
Cesar Sayoc, 56, was arrested and charged after
allegedly mailing pipe bombs fifteen different times to
critics of President Donald Trump. On social media,
Sayoc portrayed himself as a right-wing conspiracy
theorist, often ranting against the news outlet CNN
and liberal billionaire George Soros. Three of the pipe
bombs went to CNN, with 2 of them in New York City
and the other going to Atlanta. Soros was also mailed
one to his home in New York, and other prominent
Democrats, such as Hillary Clinton and the Obamas,
were also mailed pipe bombs. All of the bombs had a
return address of the campaign offices of Debbie Wasserman-Schultz, the former head of the Democratic
National Party.
Below: Cesar Sayoc and one of the bombs he sent in the mail
to political figures
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NATIONAL MIDTERM RESULTS
By Maggie Di Sanza

The 2018 Midterm elections took place on Tuesday, November 6, 2018. Held in the middle of Republican
President Donald Trump’s first term, 35 of the 100 seats in the US Senate and all 435 seats of the House of Representatives were contested. 39 states and territorial governorships, as well as numerous other state and local
elections, were also contested. For most, this was not simply another election, it was one to determine the fate
of the political control of all three branches of the United States government: executive, legislative, and judicial.
After many swing states turned red in the 2016 presidential election, placing Trump in office, Democrats hoped
to gain control of the House, while Republicans hoped to maintain a majority in both the Senate and House.
In the House of Representatives, Democrats made a net gain of 38 seats, giving the Democratic party control
of the House. This victory ended the unified control of the legislative and executive branches that the Republican party established in the 2016 elections. The Senate elections,on the other hand, portray a different story.
Republicans maintained majority control of the Senate. In both chambers, many of the defeated incumbents
represented districts that had voted for the presidential candidate of the opposing party during the 2016 presidential election. Nonetheless, the 116th United States Congress will be the first since the 99th(in 1987) where
Republicans have control of the Senate and Democrats have control of the House. These midterms have also
marked the fourth consecutive election where control of at least one chamber of Congress went to the party not
currently in the White House.
Elections were held for the governorships of 36 US states and three US territories, as well as the Mayor of
the District of Columbia. Democrats defended every seat they had controlled prior to the election and picked up
eight governorships. They won open seats in Michigan, Nevada, Kansas, New Mexico, and Maine, even defeating Republican incumbents in Illinois and Wisconsin. Republicans picked up the independent-held seat in Alaska, and Republican incumbents won elections in competitive and even Democratic-leaning states like Arizona,
Iowa, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maryland, and Vermont.
Characterized by the relatively high voter turnout, this election reached the highest level seen in a midterm
election since 1914! Debate over the reasons for such significant voter participation is currently taking place,
but many have given credit to the election of President Trump. Many are also referencing the central issues debated during campaigns and how socially relevant they are. Issues like immigration, abortion, Health Care, Tax
Cuts, gun control, and alleged Russian interference in the election were mentioned in recent exit polls.
Journalists, political leaders, and most Americans differ in their assessment of the 2018 elections; some see
the election as a major victory for the Democratic party, others argue that the Democratic party’s wins were
underwhelming, and the Republicans were the true victors.

TRUMP ADMINISTRATION CHANGES DEFINITION OF
GENDER
By Maggie Di Sanza

On October 21, 2018, the Trump Administration announced that they were looking into restricting the definition of gender to be based on a person’s genitals at birth, the New York Times reported.
The Times obtained a memo that explains that the Department of Health and Human Services is seeking to
define gender under Title IX, a law that prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender in educational institutions.
Rolling back the definition enacted by the Obama administration, this policy change indicates that gender is not an
individual’s decision. Originally, the Obama
administration altered the definition of gender to extend civil rights to transgender individuals.
Some 1.4 million people have taken advantage of the Obama-era changes to be recognized as a gender separate
from the one they were assigned at birth, to which the current administration is working towards limiting and
abolishing. The Trump administration recommends that the government define gender “on a biological basis that
is clear, grounded in science, objective and administrable.” Under the new guidelines, the only gender ‘options’
14
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would be that of male or female. This insinuates that gender cannot be changed over the course of a person’s life, or
extend beyond the binary. The Trump administration has stated that “genetic testing would be used to determine a
person’s gender, if need be.”
As the memo states, “The sex listed on a person’s birth certificate, as originally issued, shall constitute definitive
proof of a person’s sex unless rebuttal by reliable genetic evidence.” This statement in particular rattled members
of the American public as it seems to belittle the transgender and non-binary members of our communities. The
Trump administration has already sought to narrow transgender rights by attempting to ban trans individuals from
military service, and change State Department language from ‘gender’ to ‘sex’ in reference to legal identification.
Civil rights groups have been fighting against this change, “Transgender people are frightened,” Human Rights
Campaign legal director Sarah Warbelow told the Times. “At every step where the administration has had the
choice, they’ve opted to turn their back on trans people.”
No matter your stance on the issue, President Trump is in the process of moving this agenda forward and its
repercussions have yet to be fully identified.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
2018 BRAZILIAN
ELECTION
By Eliana Sauer & Annika Cutforth

Every four years, Brazilian voters get to
pick who is in charge of their country. On
October 7th, in the first round of elections,
voters picked their top two candidates, who
could not be more opposite if they tried: Jair
Bolsonaro and Fernando Haddad. BBC reports
that Bolsonaro is a far-right politician who has
worked in Brazil’s congress for 27 years. He
has been recorded making many racist, misogynist and homophobic statements. Bolsonaro
is commonly referred to as “the Trump of the
Tropics”.
Haddad, on the other hand, is the left wing
candidate who replaced Brazil’s former president in the Workers’ Party and is currently
facing a 12 year prison sentence for corruption.
Haddad is the son of immigrants, and he stands
for making Brazil more inclusive and closing
the gap between rich and poor. He has very different beliefs than Bolsonaro, to say the least.
According to Bloomberg, on October 28th, the
final election drew 78.7% of voters. Of those,
55.1% voted for Jair Bolsonaro. So, for the next
four years, all LGBTQ+ people, women and
people of color in Brazil will have to fight hard
for their rights. But so far, they all seem up for
the challenge.

Jair Bolsonaro (left) is facing Fernando
Haddad (right) in Brazil’s presidential election. They are
considered to be polar opposites.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
ARTIST OF THE MONTH
By Kari Larsen

Name: Timothy Zhang
Grade: 12
What art classes have you taken at
Memorial?
I have taken Drawing (I,II), Photo I,
Ceramics I, Digital Imagery, Painting I, and
Digital Illustration.
How long have you been creating art?
I’ve been creating art as long as I can
remember, but I started doing art seriously
freshman year.
Why do you create art?
Because it’s fun, relaxing, and distracts me from
doing homework.
What is your favorite medium to work with?
My favorite mediums to work with are probably either ceramics or
Photoshop.
What has been your favorite piece of art that you’ve made?
My stickers that I made for digital imagery because I put a lot of
time into making them and it was really fun to make them.
Where do you find your inspiration?
I find inspiration anywhere, whether it’s in in other people’s artwork, in the art department, or what I find on Instagram.
Who is your favorite artist?
I don’t have one, but if I had to choose, it would be Newland.
Do you have any words of advice to artists?
Just go for it; it doesn’t matter if it’s bad. Well, it kind of does, but
that shouldn’t stop you.
What is one type of art you’d like to learn in the future?
Oil painting.
Do you plan on continuing art after high school?
Yes, but in Architecture or Interior Design because I want to make
money in the future.
16
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THE ASHFORDS, PT. 4
By Maggie Di Sanza

My jaw locked in a grimace as Robyn and I nervously scanned the
news articles proclaiming Aunt Cynthia’s death. Who was downstairs
if Aunt Cynthia was dead? Is Aunt Cynthia actually dead?
“Well!?” I eagerly asked my wise elder in a desperate search for solutions or vindication.
“I don’t know! I mean we can’t confront her about it!!?” Robyn bitterly
screamed in hushed tones to keep the woman downstairs from hearing our heated exchange. “We should call Mom and Dad! Tell them to
pick us up now, that you forgot something at home! Then, once we
are away from the house we’ll tell them!”
“No! Mom and Dad are already on their flight.They went directly
to the airport after they dropped us off here,” I indignantly snapped
back.
“What about Grandma and Grandpa? They only live an hour away!”
For once, Robyn’s ideas were falling short of my expectations. Her
furiously analytical brain was often useful to our quests; I guess when
a real threat reared its ugly head, she panicked. For now, this was the
best idea we had. What we lacked in time, I guess we made up for in
ideas.
“Fine, you call.”
Robyn sprung up from her squatting position and pulled her sleek
new iPhone from the blue bag shielding us from its missed phone
calls. Shaking as if it was below zero degrees and snowing, her fingers
dialed the home of our grandparents.
“Hello?” Our grandmother answered over the muffled speaker.
“Yes! Grandma it’s Robyn and Haydn!” My sister spewed, relieved.
“Dears, how are you both doing? How are you spending the summer?
We have not spoken in ages!”
“Well, we are staying with-”
“Grandma! This is really important!” I added, making the assumption
that interrupting Robyn was acceptable during such a vital instance.
“Yes,” In an effort to yet again, skip the pleasantries, Robyn pushed
the conversation along to the important stuff, “Yeah. We have a question Grandma. It is a really serious question. So, we are staying with
Aunt Cynthia this sum-”
“What? You are staying with Cynthia Ashford? Cynthia Ashford!
Your parents let you stay with Cynthia Ashford!”
www.jmmswordandshield.com

WHICH FROZEN
CHARACTER
ARE YOU AT THE
HOLIDAY DINNER
TABLE?

By Garrett Kennedy
Answer the following questions and
tally up how many times you answer
A, B, C, or D. Once you know which
letter you got the most of, check
online at:
www.jmmswordandshield.com
to find out which Frozen character
matches your personality.
What’s your favorite season?
A. Spring
B. Summer
C. Fall
D. Winter
Which shade of blue sounds the
best?
A. Cobalt blue
B. Teal
C. Byzantine blue
D. Periwinkle
Do you want to build a snowman?
A. Heck yes!
B. Hard pass
C. Once I finish my homework
D. No! I might freeze you with my
ice powers
How special of a snowflake are
you?
A. 1/10
B. 1/100
C. 1/1000
D. Very unique ;)
How many siblings do you have?
A. 4+
B. 3
C. 2
17
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THE
PERFECT
GIFT
By Timothy Zhang

FANTASTIC BEASTS: THE
CRIMES OF
GRINDELWALD

By Aarushi Vyas
As a huge fan of the whole Harry Potter franchise, I
was beyond ecstatic to immerse myself in the wizarding
world once again; and let me tell you, The Crimes of
Grindelwald did not disappoint. This movie seemed to
have it all, from the hardcore action scenes to heartwarming romance. I loved the visuals and special effects
this film had to offer, as well as the diverse cast and
lovable characters. With epic plot twists, strong female
leads, and light humor, this movie is amazing. I would,
without a doubt, recommend this movie to anyone and
everyone.

By Shruti Sathish
Uh-oh, these holiday words got all mixed up!
See if you can find out how they should really be
spelled. Good luck!

PATRIOT ACT REVIEW

By Leah Vredenbregt
It is no secret that the Asian American community
has rarely gotten the representation they deserve in the
entertainment industry. Thankfully, Hasan Minhaj, a
California native with Indian parents, has helped bring
diversity to comedy for years. However, he is making
bigger waves than ever with his new weekly Netflix
show “Patriot Act”. Each week Minhaj deeply analyzes an
issue in today’s world. In the first episode, he discussed
affirmative action, a controversial issue for his mostly
young fan base. In both his stand-up and “Patriot Act”,
Minhaj delivers social and political commentary in a comedic Ted-Talk style. For anyone who wishes to learn a
little more about the world, or anyone who simply wants
to laugh, “Patriot Act” is the right show for you. If you
want more of Minhaj, his stand-up special “Homecoming King” is also on Netflix.
18
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SCRAMBLE
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1. NWSO
2. NREESPTS
3. ERCBLTEAE
4. EGRNEGIRBDA
5. RCETADOE
6. YOADHLI
7. RCEDI
8. LSEBL
9. YFORST
10. NWSMNOA
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DECEMBER
WORD
SEARCH
By Michelle Shou

CHRISTMAS
HOT CHOCOLATE
REINDEER
DECEMBER
MERRY
SANTA
FAMILY
MISTLETOE
SNOWFLAKE
GINGERBREAD
MITTENS
WINTER
HOLIDAY
PRESENTS
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HOLIDAY
PLAYLIST
By Lily Lowndes

1. All I Want for
Christmas Is You Mariah Carey
2. Have Yourself
A Merry Little
Christmas - Judy
Garland
3. Hanukkah The Living Sisters
4. Last Christmas Wham!
5. Winter Things Ariana Grande
6. Jingle Bell Rock
- Adam Counts
7. What’s This? Danny Elfman
8. Feliz Navidad Jose Feliciano
9. A Kwanzaa
Song - Lovely
Hoffman
10. Run Rudolph
Run - CeeLo
Green
11. The Chanukah Song - Adam
Sandler
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HOROSCOPES
By Riva Shrestha

Libra (Sep
23-Oct 22):
.
You are unstoppable this
month. With everything
you have learned about
yourself this past year, you
are sure to make positive
changes to your life. Act
now!

Aquarius
(Jan 20-Feb
18): This is
when you go
for it. This is
a powerful month for you,
so take advantage of this
and try your luck. Most
likely, the odds are in your
favor.

Gemini
(May 21June 20):
Relax this
month! Your hard work
and ambitiousness will
pay you back this festive
season if you let others do
something for you this festive season. Enjoy!

20

Scorpio (Oct
23-Nov 21):
Stop worrying, whatever it is, it
will be a good outcome
for you. You will grow as
a person and the bravery
you have shown will be
rewarded with good karma soon.

Sagittarius
(Nov 22-Dec
21):
There will be positive
changes for you this
month. You will find
something you thought
you lost and if you are
cautious, you will prosper
financially.

Pisces (Feb
19-March
20):
Don’t overthink as much as you did
the past month. Shoot
big in the New Year in all
directions of your life. Be
bold; it’s now or never.

Aries
(March
21-April
19):

Take this
month as an opportunity
to break bad habits and
develop good ones. With a
little imagination, you will
be able to meet your goals
this month.

Taurus
(April 20May 20):

The New
Year will be a big one for
you. You have experienced
loss this year and must
evaluate your long term
goals this month!

Back off of
your naturally possessive
side and focus on yourself
this month. You will be
surprised to see how well
your close relationships
will grow when you focus
on the moment.

Leo (July 23Aug 22):

Virgo (Aug
23-Sep 22):

Cancer
(June 21July 22):
You are so
close! There is a major
breakthrough in store for
you at the end of 2018.
Whether it be success
at school, at home, or in
romance; that is up to you.
Choose wisely.

Capricorn
(Dec 22-Jan
19):

Although
you may have made poor
decisions in the past year,
you have learned from
them. Be on high alert to
use this wisdom as 2018
comes to an end.

www.jmmswordandshield.com

You are in the now. Take
time to reconnect with
your past and it will help
your future. Continue on
this path in 2019 and you
will have major success.
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SPORTS
FALL SPORTS RECAP
By Lily Lowndes

Girls Tennis
Juniors Julia Zhou and Grace Olson
made it to individual state for singles,
along with Seniors Anna Hubbard
and Devika Kamath for doubles. The
Varsity team won the Big 8 Conference, Sectionals, and advanced to
Team State and took home 3rd place.

Football
They were crowned the Big 8
Champions at Conference and
advanced to Sectionals, where they lost
a tough game to Hamilton.

Girls Cross Country
The Varsity team advanced to State,
where Freshman Annika Cutforth,
Sophomores Natalie Rhodes, Katrina
Brunner, Sakia Nishikawa, Juniors
Gabri Gaines, Alice House, and
Senior Claire Reid ran hard and
earned 10th place.

Girls Volleyball
Senior Abbey Maier was named
Player of the Year and made 1st
Team All Conference. Sophomore
Maia Johnson made 2nd Team.

Boys Soccer
Boys Cross Country
They had a good run - winning second They advanced to sectionals, where
place at regionals, ultimately losing out they placed seventh overall.
to Kettle Moraine.
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Poms
At the Midwest Grand Championship, the team took home the Sportsmanship Award, won 1st in Hip
Hop/Funk, and 4th in Senior Kickline, Open Routine, Large Group,
and Competition Routine. Seniors
Lilly Crochet and Dezhan Dillard
won first in the Duet category.

Cheer
At the Indian Invite in Menomonee
Falls, the team showed off their skills,
and won 2nd place.

Girls Golf
They had a great season, and
advanced to Regionals but missed out
for a chance at Sectionals.

DECEMBER 2018

Girls Swimming
Girls swimming
advanced to state
with Freshman
By Claire Reid
swimmers Izzie
Anderson and
Claudia Carson,
Sophomores Kiara
Bissen and Jackie House, Juniors Carly McKeon, Ella
DeFever and Sophie Schmitz, and Senior Allison
Spielman. They swam well against their tough competition and won 9th overall.

POWER OF THE PACK:
SUCCESS FOR GIRLS CC

BOYS VOLLEYBALL
RECAP
By Kari Larsen

After defeating Edgewood by a cumulative
total of 38 points over three games, the JMM Boys
Volleyball team secured their spot in the Division
1 Sectional. Ranking #2 in their Sectional, they had
to beat #3 Kettle Moraine at the sectional game
before being able to advance to the next sectional
as well as State Championships. The Tuesday night
game on October 30th drew a larger crowd than
usual; many students came to support their friends
and the senior players in the hopes that this would
not be their last game. Since Memorial and Kettle
Moraine are so closely ranked, It was no surprise
that the game was fueled with determination from
both teams.
However, Kettle Moraine ended up getting the
better of our Memorial boys, winning the 1st game
25-23, the 2nd game 25-19, and finally the 3rd one
25-15. While the JMM Boys Volleyball team was
disappointed that they didn’t advance, they had an
outstanding season, ranking 2nd in the Big 8 Conference and making an appearance at Sectionals.
Being this close to state, they are surely motivated
to advance further next year - keep your eye out for
another exciting season in the fall!

As the Memorial Spartans Girls Cross Country team
lined up at the start of the Sectionals race, blizzarding
snow pelted sideways, obstructing the runners’ view for the
first 400 meters of the race. Despite the weather, the team
had tremendous success. Madison West, led by prodigious
newcomer freshman Genevieve Nashold, was expected
to win before the gun even went off. The race for second
place (and to qualify for team state) was incredibly tight
between the Spartans, Middleton, Waunakee, and Monona Grove. With a mile of the race remaining, Memorial’s
Gabri Gaines and Katrina Brunner outkicked a pack of
Waunakee runners, securing a second place finish for
the Spartans. Scoring 61 points, JMM narrowly beat-out
Waunakee’s 66 points finish. With this impressive Sectionals finish, Memorial qualified for the State meet inWisconsin Rapids for the 4th time in 5 years!
Though windy, the weather at Wisconsin Rapids was
pleasant in comparison to the blizzard of the week prior.
The State course was incredibly hilly and the notorious
“banana hill” proved to be difficult, but great competition
made for a fast-running course. Together, the JMM team
ran as a tight pack, using its consistency and togetherness
to make dramatic advances on the leaderboard as the race
progressed.
Finishing in 10th place, the Spartans had their best team
finish, since capturing a State title in 1984 and a 9th place
finish in 1985.
This year’s Varsity squad was underclassman-heavy and
only two members of the State team (myself and alternate
Kayla Ruplinger) will be graduating this year. Additionally,
the JV squad is incredibly talented and performed very well
in the JV State Meet of Future Champions. JV2 also WON
Conference!
Because most of the 2018 Varsity roster will be running
next year alongside abundant JV talent, Girls CC probably
hasn’t even seen the peak of their success and will likely
have future State appearances!
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OPINIONS

ASSASSINATION OF JAMAL KHASHOGGI
By Maggie Di Sanza

On October 2, 2018, Jamal Khashoggi, a Saudi dissident and journalist for The Washington Post, was assassinated at the Saudi consulate in Istanbul, Turkey. Khashoggi had entered the consulate in order to obtain documents
for a marriage license. There were reports that he had been assassinated and dismembered inside the consulate.
Government officials from the international community called for a transparent investigation. An inspection of the
consulate was conducted by Turkish and Saudi police on October 15. Turkish officials claimed that Khashoggi had
been killed and that they had evidence, including audio recordings of his assassination. Eighteen days later, the Saudi
government reversed their initial denial of involvement, admitting that Khashoggi died inside the consulate from
strangulation. Amid international outcry, on October 19, Saudi Arabia arrested 18 people believed to be related
to the case. Some claim that the evidence points directly to the Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman and
that the U.S. should put pressure on Saudi Arabia to punish those responsible for Khashoggi’s death. Others advise
against aggressive intervention into the Saudi case given the potential economic and political backlash.

Pressure Needed on Saudi
Arabia and Prince
Mohammed bin Salman
According to several news organizations, the Central
Intelligence Agency issued a report on
November 16, 2018 indicating that the Saudi crown
prince, Mohammed bin Salman, ordered the
assassination of journalist Jamal Khashoggi. The C.I.A.
intercepted communications between the crown
prince and the assassination team and determined that
the killing would not have taken place without the

Maintaining a Cooperative
Relationship with Saudi
Arabia is of Utmost
Importance
While the murder of Jamal Khashoggi has been appropriately and strongly condemned around the world,
the United States must weigh its response carefully given the economic and strategic importance of the Saudi/
US relationship. Late last week, the CIA released its
conclusion that Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
ordered the killing, though President Trump has been
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crown prince’s approval. According to The New
York Times, one of the assassins called an aide to
Prince Mohammed to say, “tell your boss that the
mission was accomplished.” With such overwhelming evidence of Prince Mohammed’s involvement,
it is time for the U.S. to take stronger action and
speak out against Saudi Arabia’s role in Khashoggi’s
assassination. On learning about the C.I.A. report,
President Trump stated, “They (Saudi Arabia) have
been a truly spectacular ally in terms of jobs and
economic development…As president, I have to
take a lot of things into consideration.”
As of Sunday, November 18, President Trump
refused to listen to the tape of Khashoggi’s murder.
This seems like a tactic to delay taking action and
postponing making any tough decisions to hold the
murderers accountable. President Trump’s focus
on the importance of Saudi Arabia’s economic and
political ties with the U.S. implies that he values
those issues more than finding out the truth about
what actually happened. It is time for Trump to step
up and demand that the perpetrators be brought to
justice, even if it means cutting ties with the Royal
family of Saudi Arabia.

more inclined to believe bin Salman’s repeated denials.
During a recent interview with Chris Wallace for “Fox
News Sunday”, Trump explained, “He told me he had
nothing to do with it”. Trump also said that the CIA
assessment was “very premature”.
Given that we may never know for sure if bin Salman
ordered Khashoggi’s killing, President Trump is correct
in his measured response. According to ‘Arab News’,
Saudi Arabia is working to engage more strategically
and economically with influential countries around
the globe. While the United States already has strong
economic ties with Saudi Arabia through oil imports
and business investment, we would be best served to
continue and even expand this relationship. Additionally, Saudi Arabia has worked closely with the United
States in countering Iranian power in the Middle East.
Saudi Arabia is a very rich and prosperous nation sharing numerous geo-political and economic goals with us.
Preserving this relationship is of tremendous importance to the United States.

COMMUNITY RALLIES IN
RESPONSE OF ANTISEMITIC SHOOTING

By Amira Pierotti
George Washington once wrote: “the...United States...
gives to bigotry no sanction, to persecution no assistance. May … [Jews] who dwell in this land continue to
merit and enjoy the good will of the other inhabitants.” The massacre of eleven Jews at the Tree of Life Synagogue
in Pittsburgh on October 27th shows the fragility of Washington’s sentiments. The Pittsburgh shooting was the
deadliest attack on Jews in the history of the US, and it rattled Jewish communities around the world. In Madison,
the immediate reactions were sorrow and fear. The night after the shooting, there was a vigil held in honor for the
victims at the Unitarian Society.
A thousand Madison residents came together to listen to Rabbis, ministers, and representatives of minority
communities speak about hate, anti-Semitism, and how to fight back against the intolerance against minorities.
People of every and no religion shouting “amen” and clapping for ideas and prayers brought forth by the religious
leaders of our community, demonstrating we do not need to let the barriers of religion be barriers at all. Since then,
new security measures are being explored for synagogues and other Jewish affiliated buildings in the Madison area.
Anti-Semitism is on the rise in the Madison area as well: according to Anti-Defamation League, six of the nine
anti-Semitic incidents in Madison since 2002 have occured since 2017. A photo of high schoolers in Baraboo taken
earliershows the students raising their arms in the Nazi salute. Historically, Jews have found themselves persecuted
in places that were once welcoming. The US is becoming more intolerant towards the 5.3-7 million Jews who live
within its borders. The rise of hatred reminds us of the importance of love, tolerance, equality, and community.
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FROM SUMMIT
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You’ve got dreams and goals. Summit Credit Union is here to help
you achieve them with a Student Free Checking or savings account.
Open an account at Summit and get a free debit card. Plus, free
mobile everything!
• Check your balance on the go
• Deposit checks with mobile deposit
• Pay with your phone through Apple Pay, Google Pay
and Samsung Pay
And, if you open a Student Free Checking or Savings account
by March 22, you’ll get a $10 gift card to Taco Bell, Culver’s or
Noodles & Company!3

STOP BY SUMMIT, RIGHT IN YOUR SCHOOL, TO OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY!

Insured by NCUA

New members only. Offer valid until 3/22/2019. 1 Minimum to open a Student Free Checking account is $25. Student Free Checking requires a primary savings account. 2 Primary savings: minimum to open
is $5. Annual Percentage Yield (APY) as of 12/1/2018 is 0.10%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum balance to obtain APY is $25. 3 Gift card will be distributed at account opening. © Summit Credit Union 2018.
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WHICH WINTER HOLIDAY IS THE BEST?
By Garrett Kennedy, Beatrice Naujalyte, and Leah Vredenbregt

HANUKKAH

Pfft - Hanukkah is obviously the best winter holiday. I mean 8 nights of
presents, c’mon! That’s eight nights of suspense, box shaking, and feverish shredding of wrapping paper. Don’t forget that this means eight times
as many valuable and shiny gifts. Not only does Hanukkah come with
LOTS of presents, there’s lot’s of fun activities that go along with this
delightful holiday. Dreidel is a game where you spin a little top and you
can win M&M’s. You light candles every night and they look really pretty
(a total of 45 per menorah through the entire holiday). Also, because this
holiday is celebrating a miracle of oil, you get to eat a bunch of fried food.
In summary, lots of presents, fun games, pretty fire, and fried food make
Hanukkah the best winter holiday!

WINTER SOLSTICE

The Winter Solstice is clearly the best holiday in the world, and
that is because it is celebrated by the ENTIRE world. Everyone in
the Northern Hemisphere gets to have literally no sunlight, and
who doesn’t love no sun all day? Not only does the North get the
pleasure of no sun, the Southern Hemisphere gets to have a totally-not-white Christmas!
Also, when it’s dark the entire day, no one can see the bags under
your eyes that you got from watching Netflix all night.
In conclusion, the Winter Solstice is the best holiday because the
North is dark, the South has non-white Christmases, and no one
can see how tired you are.

CHRISTMAS

There’s a reason why Winter Break centers around this ultimate winter
celebration. No matter what you’re looking for, Christmas is the right holiday
for you. Music lovers can listen to Mariah Carey’s 1994 hit, “All I Want for
Christmas Is You”, for the 2987th time. For the foodies out there, Christmas
is the only holiday during which it’s normal to drink egg smoothies. Plus, if
you’re bored with your Halloween candy, try candy canes, the only treat that
threatens to stab you in the mouth. If none of that interests you and you’ve
just got some money burning a hole in your pocket, Christmas is the epitome
of consumerist culture - you’re sure to find something to waste your money
on. So what are you waiting for? Cue up Home Alone, build yourself a gingerbread house, and join Santa and his elves in celebrating Christmas.

~ Find more awesome content in every bathroom stall! ~
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